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51. INTRODUCTION 
THE aim of this note is to show that C2P7 is reducible. Using the embedding theorem of 
Browder [2] one can then deduce embedding results for P’. In turn one can use these and 
the method of Mahowald and Milgram [5] to prove embedding results for other real 
projective spaces. 
P” will always denote real projective n-dimensional space and P,” = P”/P’-I. A space 
Xis called reducible if H,(X) z Z, H,(X) = 0 if i > n and there is a map S” -+ Xof degree one. 
THEOREM 1. C2P2’ is reducible. 
COROLLARY 2. C2P7 is reducible. 
Theorem 6.1. of [6] includes the fact that this corollary is a consequence of Theorem I. 
It is well known that CP7 is not reducible. 
THEOREM 3. There is a smooth seven-dimensional manifold Q’ which is homotopically 
equicalent to P7 and which embeds smoothly in R” rcith trivial normal bundle. 
COROLLARY 4. There is a piecewise linear (PL) embedding of P’ (and hence of P6) in R”. 
THEOREM 5. (1) If n = 8k + 1 and k > 0, then P” c R2n-mi”(7*zCk)). 
(2) vn = 8k + 3 or 8k + 5 and k > 0, then P” c R2n-2-min(S*u(L)f. 
(3) /fn = 8k + 7 and k > 1, then P” c R2n-7. 
(4) If n = 32k + 7 and k > 0, then P” c R2”-‘. 
(5) There is a PL embedding of PI5 in R23 (and Pi4 c R23). 
Here a(k) denotes the number of ones in the dyadic expansion of k. The symbol P” c W 
means that there is a smooth embedding of P” in R’. 
For small values of a(k), the embeddings given in Theorem 5 are improvements on 
those given in [5] and a few of them are best possible. It is known [I] that there is no smooth 
embedding of PI5 in R22. 
I am very grateful to several people for helpful comments about this work, especially 
to Johan DuPont and Samuel Feder for conversations about the material in Section 2 and 
to William Browder who pointed out an error in an earlier version of the argument in 
Section 3 and showed me how to correct it. 
* Supported in part by National Science Foundation grant GP7952Xl. 
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$2. PROOF OF THEOREM 1 
Hopf constructed an embedding of P” in R*“- 1 for every odd n. In Lemma 8 it is 
shown that when n = 5, this embedding has normal bundle 2510 2e, where < and E are 
respectively the nontrivial and trivial line bundles over P5. The Thorn complex of 2t @ 2~ 
is X*P,’ and as the Thorn complex of the normal bundle of an embedding is always 
reducible, this will prove Theorem 1. 
S. Feder has described the embedding in the following manner. Consider the map 
f: d=P* + @P4 given by squaring polynomials, i.e. [CI: /?: ~1 + [x2 : 2afl: fl* + 2zy: 287: y’]. This 
is readily checked to be an embedding of degree two, i.e. f*: H2(@P4) -* H*(@P*) is 
multiplication by two. Becausej’is an embedding, the pullback B in the following diagram 
is embedded in S9 with normal bundle nap, where c&(f) is the normal bundle off. 
B I S9 
I I 
Q=P2 .=f--+ @P 4 
LEMMA 6. B is diffeon~orphic to P5. 
Proof. The total space of the principal St-bundle over @P” induced by a map Q=P” -+ @Pm 
which has degree two is P*‘+l. But by definition, when n = 2, this total space is B. 
So we have an embedding of P5 in S9 whose normal bundle is rr*~(r) where n: P5 + @P* 
is the usual fibre map. 
LEMMA 7. The Chern classes of .~(f) are c, = 7, c2 = 16. 
Proof: Let H be the canonical complex line bundle over @P* and x E H*(@P*) be its 
first Chern class. As a stable bundle &‘) = 5H2 - 3H, hence its total Chern class is 
c = (I +2x)’ (I +x)-3= 1 +7x + 16x*. 
LEMMA 8. As an orthogonal bundle, x*~(j’) is isomorphic ic*irh 25 @ 2~. 
Proof. Let E be the bundle classified by the generator of x* BU(2) g Z such that 
c,(q*E) = x2 E H4(@P2) where 4: @P2 -+ S4 has degree one. 
Complex 2-plane bundles over CP* are classified by their Chern classes, so vcf) is 
isomorphic with H’ g 16E, i.e. it has the following classifying map 
@p’ 5 @p* v SaHxE BU(2) 
(p is the map that pinches the boundary of a small disc in @P2 to a point). 
Hence m*,(f) is classified by the composite 
P5 : a=P* 5 a3P2 v S4H== BU(2) 2 BSO(4). 
A straightforward computation shows that if a E [P ‘, S4] then 41,oa is null homotopic. 
Hence m*.u(f) is classified by a map 
lvw PS ‘-t @P’ v s- @P* v S4= BU(2) 2 BSO(4). 
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where i: CP’ -+ @P’ v S” and 1~ = [I? , I~]: S5 -+ @P* v S’. By the bilinearity of the White- 
head product and because 2n,BS0(4) = 0, we therefore conclude that 
m*!.(f) = m*H’ @ 2~ = rc<’ @ 2~ = t-c: @ 1~ = 25 @ 2E. 
COROLLARY 9. There is a PL embedding of P6 in S”. 
Proof: Let N be a tubular neighbourhood of the embedding of Ps in S9. Let V be the 
disc bundle of < over P’, then V c N and ZV z .S’, moreover, V u D6 is P6. S’ c S9 is 
unknotted as a PL embedding, so in S” we can attach a PL disc onto it. This embeds 
P6 in S’O. 
Remark IO. Using a similar proof, one can show that the normal bundle of the Hopf 
embedding of P’ in RI3 is trivial. 
$3. PROOF OF THEOREhI 3 
We will use Browder’s embedding theorem as stated in [2, Corollary to Theorem 11. 
Corollary 2 gives all the necessary data to apply Browder’s theorem, except that we do 
not know that the composition 
(where i is the inclusion and h a homotopy equivalence) suspends to be a stable normal 
invariant of P’. We regard a normal invariant for a smooth manifold X both as an element 
of [X, G/O] and as a map S” -+ T(u) of degree one, where T(~L) is the Thorn complex of the 
normal bundle of X embedded in a high dimensional sphere S”. In Chapter IO of [7], 
Wall shows that there is an exact sequence 
Y(X) --+ 1x7 G/O1 5 L,(n, X> 
where 9’(X) is the set of smooth structures on X and L,(7r,X) is an abelian group. &(Z,) 
is isomorphic with Z, and Browder [3] has shown that cp is onto when X = P’. Moreover, 
he has also proved the following result which suffices to prove Theorem 3. 
LEhiiw. 11. (Browder 131). If u:S9 + S’ v X’P’ is a ttwp 0J degree one wch that 
cp(ENa) # 0, rftetz there is an 2’: S9 --$ 5” v Z2P7 also of degree ottc utd cp(YX”r’) = 0. (N is a 
large integer.) 
If cp(z) is zero then rl suspends to be a normal invariant of some manifold Q’ which is 
homotopically equivalent to P’. Then the embedding result of Browder applies to give 
Theorem 3. 
The corollary now follows from the embedding theorem of Casson and Sullivan (see 
[7], Corollary 1 I .3.4). 
Remark (added in proof). W. Browder has kindly given the full proof of how Theorem 
3 follows from Corollary 2 in 57 of his preprint ‘* Cobordism invariants, the Kervaire 
invariant and fixed point free involutions.” 
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$4. PROOF OF THEORE& 5 
Let Q’ be the manifold of Theorem 3 and let rr: Q7 x S’ ---) Q’ be the projection. 
By Theorem 3, there is an embedding h of Q’ in R’* with trivial normal bundle and an 
embedding T of Q’ in R” which extends to give an embedding of M(rr) = Q’ x DE in 
WS x iw”. Under these conditions, Theorem 5.2 of [5] (and the same notation except 
f = g = 71) shows that there is a PL embedding of M(n, rr) in Rz3 (as stated, the theorem 
only gives a topological embedding, but with suitable hypotheses, which are satisfied in 
this case, the proof gives a PL embedding). M( rc, rr) is homotopically equivalent to PI5 and 
so by the Casson-Sullivan theorem there is a PL embedding of P15 in R 23. 
The other parts of Theorem 5 are proved using Lemma 1.5 of [5]. To get smooth 
embeddings, Haefliger’s embedding theorem [4] is used instead of the Casson-Sullivan 
theorem. (PI5 in R23 is the only result of Theorem 5 that is outside Haefliger’s metastable 
range.) 
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